[Influence of electromagnetic waves on portable electronic instruments in medicine].
In this work, we considered the effect of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) on electronic instruments used in medical facilities. We simulated and measured the intensity distribution of the electromagnetic field around portable phones and examined the influence of electromagnetic field on telemeter-type electrocardiograms (ECG) and computer display cathode ray tubes (CRT) when portable phones were brought close to them. Results showed that the waves observed on ECG are affected up to a distance of 55cm (3.55E+03V/m) from the portable phone, and the grid of the computer display is affected up to a distance of 9cm (7.16E+04V/m) in the front and 14cm (2.97E+04V/m) in the back. Therefore, to reduce electromagnetic intensity (EMI) maintaining a distance far enough from the source is effective.